Introduction: An early indicator of osteoarthritis (OA) is a decrease in proteoglycan (PG) content, which in turn decreases the fixed charge density (FCD) of the tissue. Because cartilage is triphasic, an accurate assessment of the FCD is possible by measuring the intrinsic (matrix only) and apparent (matrix+osmotic pressure) properties of the tissue via indentation testing (1). Two analytical methods for indentation testing have recently been proposed: the "dual-stage" method to calculate FCD from the mechanical properties of the tissue when tested in isotonic (apparent properties) and hypertonic solutions (intrinsic properties); and the "single-stage" method to predict FCD as for the dual-stage method assuming an intrinsic Poisson's ratio of 0.05 (1). The "single-stage" method is preferred since only one indentation test is required to ascertain the apparent properties. Our objective was to compare the accuracy and reliability of these two methods for measuring FCD in normal and degenerated osteochondral specimens.
